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Chapter 1499  

Mia’s ideas were almost identical to Celia’s and the other women’s.  

All these women had no ambitions, including Selena.  

The reason why they stayed here was also to become Eternals with an endless lifespan 
so that they could always be by David’s side.  

“Celeste, won’t you be immortal once you reach Eternal Realm? What do you mean by 
at least one epoch?”  

Selena asked the questions in everyone’s mind.  

This was also the question everyone wanted to ask.  

“The longevity of an Eternal is actually fake. Although the body of an Eternal could 
continuously form vitality independently and they will not grow old or die, every Eternal 
will have to face a catastrophe after an epoch. This catastrophe is very deadly and very 
few people can successfully overcome it. After they get through it, they will have 
another epoch to squander. Otherwise, they would naturally become ashes under the 
catastrophe. Their bodies and souls will thus perish,” Celeste patiently explained.  

The women looked at each other.  

They had no idea that there would be a catastrophe for Eternals.  

They always thought that as long as they reached Eternal Realm, they could live 
forever.  

It seemed that trying to become an Eternal and staying by David’s side forever sounded 
a little whimsical now.  

“Celeste, how long is an epoch?”  

“One epoch is 129600 years!”  

‘129600 years?’  

Except for Celeste, everyone’s eyes widened, and they were frozen on the spot.  

‘An epoch is actually 129600 years?  



‘In other words, as long as we break through to Eternal Realm, we can live at least 
129600 years.’  

This number was too huge for Celia and others who were born on Earth.  

One must know that the lifespan of ordinary people on Earth was only more than one 
hundred years old, and it was already a miracle that people could live to two or three 
hundred years old.  

129600 years was such a long time. What was the difference between this and 
immortality?  

Earth might still be a primitive ecology an epoch ago!  

Humans might not even have fully evolved back then.  

“What? Do you think this is a long time?” Celeste asked with some doubts when she 
saw the expressions of Celia and the others.  

“Yes, it’s too long. So long that we can’t even imagine it. Celeste, you know, it’s a 
miracle that we humans on Earth can live two or three hundred years. An epoch is an 
astronomical figure for us,” Celia explained.  

“Oh? You people on Earth can only live two or three hundred years? I didn’t notice 
that.”  

Celeste had no idea that Earthlings could only live to be two or three hundred years 
old.  

Although she stayed on Earth for half a month, she did not pay attention to this issue at 
all.  

Earth was just a planet the size of a sesame seed, so it did not arouse the interest of a 
Sovereign Ranker like her.  

If David had not broken through Eternal Realm, Celeste would have just passed the 
galaxy where the Milky Way galaxy was located.  

She would never have come to such a depressingly tiny planet as Earth.  

“Not everyone can live to be two or three hundred years old. The vast majority of people 
can only live to be more than a hundred years old.”  

“I see.” Celeste was stunned.  



For a group of people who were used to living only two or three hundred years, the 
129600 years of an epoch was indeed a huge astronomical number. Hence, it was 
understandable for them to have such a reaction.  

However, since they came to Star Kingdom, Celia and the women would gradually 
adapt to the rhythm of life here.  

When they all became Eternals, they would understand that one epoch was too short.  

Once an Eternal lived to a hundred thousand years, they would no longer be obsessed 
with breaking through. Instead, they would do everything they could to survive the 
Eternal Catastrophe.  

Even so, there were still very few successful people.  

One epoch was the end of ninety-nine percent of the Eternals’ life.  

As long as they reached Eternal Realm, almost everyone would feel that an epoch was 
too short.  

This was because no one would not want a shorter life, and everyone wanted to live 
longer.  

At this moment, Celeste suddenly thought of a question.  

‘Isn’t David also from Earth?  

‘So how old is he now?’  

Thus, Celeste asked casually, “Which of you has known David the longest? How old is 
he now?”  
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Chapter 1500  

Ava wanted to say that she and David were classmates in university and they had 
known each other since freshman year, which was relatively early.  

Amelia knew him a little later.  

At that time, she was one of the Three Campus Belles of SRU, but she did not know 
David, who worked part-time delivering food.  

She did not know David until David and Sarah broke up and he got so enraged by Leo 
that he vomited blood, which then made him famous throughout the campus.  



However, before Ava could say anything, Celia answered first, “Celeste, David and I 
were high school classmates. We have known each other since we were seventeen. If I 
remember correctly, this year is the twelfth year we have known each other. So, David 
should be twenty-nine and will be thirty soon.”  

Celeste was stunned when she heard that.  

She asked in a trembling voice, “H-How old did you say David was?”  

“Twenty-nine, almost thirty!” Celia repeated.  

Celeste was dumbfounded.  

‘David is only thirty years old?  

‘A thirty-year-old Eternal?  

‘His mind power is also unbelievably strong. Is this possible?’  

Celeste had lived for nearly two thousand years, and she has never heard of it, let alone 
meet someone like that.  

She could guarantee that in the entire history of Star Kingdom, there had never been 
have such a person.  

He could no longer be described as a genius or a lunatic.  

If David was really only thirty years old, he would be a miracle and the biggest 
abnormality in the universe.  

This was absolutely unprecedented.  

Furthermore, David came from an ultra-small planet like Earth.  

How could he gain his current achievements in such a short period of time?  

Celeste felt that David must have been blessed by the heavens and had a shocking 
adventure, and that was why he could achieve all these at the age of thirty.  

Otherwise, she could not find an explanation for this at all.  

If she told anyone about a thirty-year-old Eternal, they would laugh in her face.  

No one would believe her.  

This would baffle all lives in Star Kingdom.  



“Are you sure David is only thirty? Is it possible that he’s lived for a long time and you 
didn’t know?” Celeste asked again.  

“Celeste, I’m sure David is only thirty years old. I have learned about the situation in his 
family, and his relatives and friends watched him grow up,” Celia replied.  

After getting an affirmative answer from Celia, Celeste was shocked, but also extremely 
excited.  

‘Indeed!  

‘It’s real!  

‘David is truly only thirty!  

‘Based on what he had achieved by thirty, he will have a promising future.  

‘Will Saint Realm be his finishing line?  

‘Is it possible that he’ll progress even further?  

‘Saints are already big shots on the top of the pyramid in Star Kingdom.  

‘If David can surpass Saint Realm, he will be Star Kingdom’s one and only overlord.’  

Celeste felt excited just from thinking about that. 

 


